SLA/1 — RED
(COLOR) (1 HR & 39 MIN) (SUBTITLES)

SLA/2 — WHITE
(COLOR) (1 HR & 30 MIN) (SUBTITLES)

SLA/3 — BLUE
(COLOR) (1 HR & 38 MIN) (SUBTITLES)

SLA/4 — EASTERN EUROPE
(1953-1991) (COLOR) (ENGLISH) (59 MIN)

SLA/5 — THE HELM OF DESTINY (See Also ARM 12)
(ENGLISH) (60 MIN)

SLA/6 — THE SHOP ON MAIN STREET
(COPY 1) (ENG SUBTITLES) (126 MIN)

SLA/6 — THE SHOP ON MAIN STREET
(COPY 2) (CZECH SUBTITLES) (B & W) (126 MIN)

SLA/7 - CLOSELY WATCHED TRAINS
(COPY 2) (SUBTITLES) (B & W) (89 MIN.)

SLA/8 — GOD BLESS AMERICA AND POLAND TOO
(ENGLISH) (COLOR) (1 HOUR)

SLA/9 — ASSIGNMENT: RESCUE
(ENGLISH) (26 MIN)

SLA/10 — AFTER SOLIDARITY: THREE POLISH FAMILIES IN AMERICA
(ENGLISH) (58 MIN) (1987)

SLA/11 — GREAT DEPRESSION: A JOB AT FORDS
(ENGLISH) (1 HOUR)

SLA/12 — IMMIGRANT EXPERIENCE: THE LONG, LONG, LONG JOURNEY
(ENGLISH) (28 MIN)

SLA/14 - THE GERMAN AMERICANS: 300 YEARS IN THE NEW LAND
(ENGLISH) (1 HOUR) (See Also GER 508 and GER 509)

SLA/15 — BEFORE THE RAIN
(ENGLISH SUBTITLES) (COLOR) (12 MIN)